Aiming at the attitude adaptive control of spacecraft after docking, an adaptive attitude control method is proposed. Firstly, the dynamic modeling and spatial disturbance torque modeling of the combined spacecraft are carried out using the modified Rodriguez parameters to describe the attitude of the combined spacecraft. Secondly, according to the equation of attitude motion, the characteristic equation of closed-loop control system is deduced, and an adaptive attitude controller is designed. Finally, Matlab/Simulink simulation tool simulates the analysis. The simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed controller for attitude control of the combined spacecraft.
Introduction
With the continuous innovation of the space technology and the improving ability of space research, development and application, the structure and composition of spacecrafts are becoming more and more complex. The performance and technology of the spacecrafts are continuously improved. In this case, the tradition single spacecraft has been unable to ensure it can be more lasting, stable and safe in orbit in the complex space environment. In order to solve this problem, researchers have proposed the implementation of assembly, repair and maintenance on orbit and other on orbit servicing technologies [1] . In the process of orbital service, the safe and stable operation of the combined spacecraft which make up of the service spacecraft and the target spacecraft is the prerequisite and key to the success of the on-orbit service. Aiming at the attitude control of spacecraft, a lot of researches have been done by domestic and foreign scholars. But the study for the combination of spacecraft attitude adaptive control is relatively weak, in this showtime, Xie Yongchun et al design a attitude controller for different configurations (straight and L-shaped) in combination spacecraft based on the intelligent algorithm of the features model [2] , Northwestern Polytechnical University, Wang et al proposed a coordination based on the combined spacecraft attitude control method of the robot arm coupling torque assessment [3] , this approach can achieve the attitude stabilization of combined spacecraft only through space manipulator and reaction flywheel, but the method is complication and the computation is large , it also did not consider disturbance torque in the control process; Schaub and Junkins use a modified Rodrigues parameters proposed a global asymptotically stable attitude control scheme [4] , it is also not taken into account the effect of interference torque. Reference [5] studied the optimal control of spacecraft, but did not consider the impact of interference torque. Reference [6] uses a fuzzy control method to study attitude adjustment problems of spacecraft existing the interference torque and inertia uncertain. Reference [7] considers spacecraft attitude control with disturbance torque, but this paper uses the singular values of Euler angles to describe spacecraft attitude motion. For the spacecraft in orbit, it will inevitably be affected by a variety of torque interference, these moments mainly include gravity gradient torque, solar pressure moment and aerodynamic torque. These disturbing moments have a great impact on the design of spacecraft attitude control scheme. Therefore, in this paper, we will model the combined spacecraft based on the attitude kinematics and attitude dynamics model of the spacecraft, which is described by the modified Rodriguez parameter without singular value, and propose an attitude adaptive control method for the combined spacecraft, and verify its feasibility through Matlab/Simulink simulation tools.
Combined Spacecraft Modeling

Dynamic Modeling
Attitude dynamic equation is an equation describes the variation of attitude parameters with time in the course of spacecraft maneuvering. There are varities of forms to describe the parameters of spacecraft attitude, considering the advantages and disadvantages of the various parameters, we describe spacecraft attitude kinematics by the modified Rodriguez parameter [8] . Rodriguez parameters is a minimal description of the attitude parameter method. It is defined as: The attitude dynamics equation of rigid spacecraft is [11] :
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Disturbing Torque Modeling
Spacecraft in orbit is inevitably subject to a variety of interference torque, these torques include aerodynamic torque, gravitational gradient torque, solar interference torque and magnetic interference torque. In this paper, the aerodynamic torque, the gravitational gradient torque and solar interference torque will be modeled and analysed.
Aerodynamic Torque
Aerodynamic interference force and aerodynamic disturbance torque are given by following formula [12] : A is the equivalent area of spacecraft affected by atmosphere;
 is the atmospheric density of spacecraft's altitude.
The calculation of aerodynamic moment must first calculate the atmospheric density, which is related to the orbit height of spacecraft. Generally, the atmospheric density is calculated by the exponential model [13] h is the reference density and the reference height, h is the spacecraft orbital altitude, H is the segment scale height. dp a p
a L is the radius vector of the center of windward side's pressure relative to the aircraft's barycentre.
Gravity Gradient Torque
Because the spacecraft is in the gravitational field of the center of earth, each tiny mass element is affected by the gravity, the gravitational distribution is related to the on-orbit attitude of the spacecraft. The resultant force of gravity does not always pass through the center of mass of the spacecraft , And the resulting torque is the gravitational gradient torque. The gravitational gradient torque is calculated as follows [14] :
In the formula,  is the gravitational constant, I is the rotational inertia of the spacecraft; r is a cross-product matrix.
Solar Pressure Torque
The calculation of the solar radiation torque needs take the shadowing problem into account. As the sun is relatively far from the earth, for low-orbit spacecraft, the sunlight can be processed into parallel light and the shadow can be processed into a column. As shown in Figure3. The solar radiation intensity near earth is p , the affect of solar radiation pressure is related to the surface material on the spacecraft, after the photon stream collide with the spacecraft surface, there will be absorption, specular reflection and scattering three forms and mixed forms of these forms [15] . In order to facilitate the analysis of the problem, we assume the photon stream is totally absorbed. (23) can adjust the attitude of the spacecraft to the desired attitude more quickly, and can be applied to the attitude control of spacecraft docking combined spacecraft, which has strong promotional .
Conclusion
In this paper, an adaptive attitude controller is designed to ensure the attitude stability of two spacecrafts after docking, and the attitude of the combined spacecraft is effectively controlled. The aerodynamic moment, the gravitational gradient moment and the solar light pressure moment are modeled and analyzed considering the external disturbance of the spacecraft in the space environment; and the rotation of the combined spacecraft is established due to the change of the inertia after the spacecraft combination Inertia model. Finally, the simulation results show that the controller can realize the attitude control of the combined spacecraft. The controller designed in this paper has simple structure and fast response, which can provide a reference for the attitude control of the combined spacecraft.
In this paper, we study the attitude vacancy of the combined spacecraft under the condition that the quality parameters of the service spacecraft and the target spacecraft are known. So we can further study the attitude control under the uncertain quality parameters of the combined spacecraft .
